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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Problem statement
Transport optimization has become one of the most promising research area for more than 50 years. However, solving the problem in this area is more challenging due to higher uncertainty and complexity, especially in mega cities of emerging countries. In this research, we study one of the large 3PL in Vietnam, who are providing transportation service to CPG companies. The distributor channel that characterized with large and fluctuated order together with high uncertain and costly spot trucking market is the scope of our research. The current 3PL are facing with many challenges in providing its transportation service. First CPG Customer is one largest player in market with large distribution networks (figure 1), multi product with different characteristics, and high-low order volume with high volatility. Second, city logistics place many constraints such as truck weight and size limitation, operation time limitation, and congestions. Third, outsourced trucking vendors that 3PL depends on are highly unstable and costly.
Methodology and Modelling

The following methodology which we called “Hill Climbing Approach” is employed throughout our research.

First, deeply explore the research literature domain on rich VRP include city logistics and Hockey Stick Effect factors is key step to refine the best approaches so far. To avoid “boiling the ocean”, we focus literature review mainly on applicable research which has been proven in reality.

Second, the researched 3PL’s data analysis will be very critical step to define the right problem and proper objective function and its related constraints. Then, formulated problem in Linear Programming as mathematical function. The chosen formulation will be modelled into AIMMS software which is powerful optimization modelling software.

Third, result of optimization will be benchmarked with current practices and expanded for broader horizon including time and service level which is one of most common factor in dealing with variability under city logistics and Hockey Stick Effect.

Figure 1 below briefs our methodology.

Figure 1: Customer Distribution Network
Summary of findings

In the research we provide the solutions to complex rich VRP problem which prevail in emerging countries. By focusing on optimize the number of trips required, the VRP problem can be solved effectively with exact method through Mix Integer Programming. The objective has shift the model from VRP problem with mainly minimize the distance or transport cost to Generalized Assignment Problem (GAP) with mainly focus on minimizing number trips usage. In other words, there is more concentration on capacity utilization rather than distance. The reason for the objective is firstly limitation possibility of route consolidation to two drop points. Secondly, the solution also consider Hockey Stick Effect under city logistics constraints as another motivation to build suitable model adapt with both VRP and Hockey Stick Effect. Thirdly, it is important to note that higher outsourced transport cost is another driver for minimizing trip usage.

Modelling results of 9 instances has produced very promising improvement in terms of trips minimization which consequently help 3PL reduce total cost and dependence on outsourced truck vendor. The average reduction in trip usage is 19% and average cost saving is 14%. Simultaneously, the truck utilization increase significantly to 82.7% in tonnage and 97.2% in cubic metric in compare with current 72.6% and 85.8% respectively. The summary of results and its performance benchmark with current situation are described in figure 3. On managerial perspective, the results will help 3PL
quickly reduce the dependency on outsourced truck vendors which are very costly and unstable. It also help transport planner shorten time in scheduling and planning daily. Mostly, the time for preparing and running model is around 30 minutes which is far shorter than current practice with more than two and half hours.

**Figure 3 : The Optimization Results**
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To deal with Hockey Stick Effect, we also propose two solution approaches combining with optimization model which include increase service time to night delivery and reduce service level during peak period. For night delivery option, we can significantly reduce the required number truck usage which is most important indicator in coping with Hockey Stick Effect. The reduction is average 43% in compare with 19% of normal optimization option. Even though, the cost saving is not significantly different with pure optimized option, 3PL still find the solution as better way to reduce Hockey Stick Effect by buffering service time. For order service level relaxation option, the improvement is only 22% versus current case or 3% higher than normal optimization model case in terms of truck savings.
**Conclusions**

The research aim to tackle the transport optimization problem under one of the large effects called Hockey Stick which prevail in developing countries’ supply chain. By choosing the right objective function and mixed integer programming with support of AIMMS software, the author has come up with promising results and significant savings for 3PL. In addition, an adaption of the model is applied to other solutions. By combining the optimized model with some extending in terms of service time and service level, we can leverage the optimized result to higher improvement which can help 3PL deal effectively with spike demand in end of period.

In conclusion, by addressing the VRP under Hockey Stick Effect in emerging countries, the author has developed model that practically help improve transportation performance and theoretically contributed the empirical evidence to transportation optimization research area.